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Leader BIjLIIH

Glory to UKRAINE!
MICROFILMED

Dear Friend Leader! (added in pencil)
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boc.
1.	 In connection with the death of the late leader T, 1 all letters a resses t
him have been opened by me and I have passed their contents to others. We are
unablc to read the encyphered part of the letters as we are not acquainted with the
cypher.

Last autumn I arrived and brought mail from you and other friends of the
so-called opposition . .	 This was still read by the late T. who shared his feelings
and his thought about it with others. The late T. was very perturbed and anxious
about the position. He thought it would be very useful if he, personnally, went \
abroad to try and achieve reconciliation on the spot, but most unfortunately,
things happened in a different way.

Friend K. arrived with mail from you in the autumn but he Could only con-
tact the respective individuals in the following summer.

Friend P. arrived with mail from you in the spring. Both mails were
identical. Everything happened as you guessed at the end of your letter of July
1949.

2. I am quite convinced of the importance of keeping in touch with you and we
are all doing everything here to tackle this problem successfully. The delay in
answering was caused by a) winter, which made contacts impossible; b) intensified
Bolshevik activities against our movement started in the early spring, and c) the
importance of subjects submitted by you required previous mutual consultations which
took time.

3. It is impossible to give a direct answer to a number of your definite ques-
tions. Many of them require previous discussion with you and other friends before
making any decision, We realise quite well what far-reaching consequences our
answer in this matter may have and, therefore, we have decided to postpone the
answer until you reach agreement in all the controversial questions abroad.

4. All of us in the UKRAINE believe that . the conflict abroad can be ended by x
reconciliation. It would be very desirable if you vvould use all your great authority
to bring about,reconciliation between the quarrelling members of OUN abroad, ThisF
in Ely opinion, would be one of the greatest things you could achieve at present for
the OUN.

To-day your name in the UKRAINE has become a. banner and aflag for the
' fighting liberation movement, Our greatest desire is to associate with your name

all that is best, most revolutionary, everything which is dearest to all Ukraniana.
We all wish heartily that your name should be as honoured abroad as it is in.the
UKRAINE. And this depends on you alone and no ore else. It seems that the best
thing would be for you to stand above all the emigre' generals and party speculations
and instead to identify yourself as closely as possible with the struggle taking
place in the UKRAINE. It would be desirable that you shoUld not personally favour
ZCHOUN or that you should not engage personally in any activity which might in some
way be detrimental to your good name.

I can assure you that the late friend T. as Well as all members of OUN .
Directorate in the UKRAINE and myself personally have the most friendly feelings
towards your person, but none of Us can understand what j.s going on in the OUN
abroad which is under your leadership. None of us is ab.le to Understand the fact
that so many leading prominent members formed an or yoositi• against you whom they
previously regarded as the greatest authority in OUN. 	 7.2r-
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It seems to me that many og em mirJht Tve become your best direct assistants
and councillors, peoplemljYc ONONENK AIRONENKI and others. I can not against
attracting Eastern Ukraniams to the Directorate but only such persons should be-
come members whose political and personal reliability and revolutionary spirit
are beyond any shadow of doubt, apart from other desirable features.

There is great discussion abroad around the question of democracy in OUN.
I shall explain /briefly our awn practice in the UKRAINE. Beginning with the 111
NUZOUN there i democracy in the OUN Directorate, all-questions being decided by
an ordinary mgjority of voices. The Directorate was responsible for dealing with
affairs of the Organisation through the Officllabich was responsible to the Di-
rectorate. ' After the death of the late frienW ITARAS the office practically ceased
to exist. Because of the small number of members of the Directorate: all the
competency of the office was transferred de facto and formally to the OUN Direc-
torate. The Head of the Directorate submitted his reports to the Directorate which.
co-opted new meMbers etc, Although by his nature the late friend T. was a sol-
dier and liked strict discipline, our forms of democracy were regarded by him with
favour, They engendered a creative atmosphere in which everybody felt that he had
a share in leadership and in responsibility for the decisions. We practiced and
still practide democracy in deciding matters, practise strict discipline when it
comes to executing these decisions and there are no discussions about democracy
or leadership in OUN, And I have noticed that our practice, here in the UKRAINE,
.does not weaken the energy and efficiency of leadership, on the contraryvit
strengthens it, I think therefore, that it should not be impossible in this ques-
tion of the form of OUN leadership to come to an agreement abroad.

Once. more I emphasise and beg of you to spare no efforts to end this
conflict abroad in a peaceful manner. The existence of this ,conflict is closely
related to your person and to your name and this fact may damage the glorious fame
of your name in the UKRAINE,

5.	 Concerning the prospects and development of the liberation struggle,

All your thoughts expressed on the above subjects are identical with
ours, We are acting in the way you suggest. We rejoice that you, although so
far removed from the scene of the actual struggle, so correctly judge the further
developmc:nt of the struggle for liberation in the UKRAINE, 	 or your invaluable
ideas in these important matters we are all duly thankful.

6,	 Miscellaneous 

I am sending you 3,000 (three)' American dollars and 15000 (fifteen)
This money is earmarked for the needS of peorle who are being sent to us, 

roubles
One

person needs for her traveling expenses 500 Krb,

I inform you that PStORilOVIJ is not my name. You i'axve been misinformed,

Concerning friend TIS, I inform you that the late friend TARAS gave his
consent to his departure abroad and we have never regarded his departure as self-
willed, We have nothing against him and consider him to be comp2etely trust-
worthy. With regard to the company he keeps, there . were certain suspicions but
these were only indirect. On that basis we cannot draw any conclusions to-day.
I consider that he could be used for work abroad but that he should not be initia-
ted into the more important matters. I think that we should be unfair to friend
TIS if we made our confidence in him d- .endent on the company he keeps.

00 0\
Concerning the''dOt of r s,

Iplayed by his son-in-law, ng. (enginee 440LON.M 
Peetuttht	 wasthe that 	 role 

ba ul.	 emigrated be very
We have nothing against his ompany. We are aware that representativelurta was recruited by the NKVD during the first Eolishevik occupation of theUKRAINE,.	 r Le.)4 5 c-/aCe 747 430 /s-440a7,6 ef 'y 1 7‘- P 44/7C/ r 
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I inform . you that in AupUst 1948
lathe Bolsheviks, seriously wounded_pmd

See is ;1-Pc: 7
Shipak ri-av

unconscious and he is
ILI) was caught

still in their

I inform you that in the spring of 1950 C. Okr. MIGAL I (PAVUR,Yr) from the
district of SOKAL was caught by the Bolsheviks. He has given away nothing. He
is alleged to have been murdered.

You write that your publications cost you a gicat deal. 	 Would it not be
advisable to do your own printing, just as we do. We have found a simple solution.
On an ordinary printer's press of our own construction we now print all our
literature, quite a large number of copies.	 All we need is from 10-20 kgs of
print, You have plenty of labour available j expenses will be few and in this way
the problem of your printing could be solved. 	 If necessary, we could send you
detailed instructions which we possess.

7.	 You will have to forgive this brief letter in which I do not answer all
your questions, but you must believe that this is not possible. Much time was
lost in discussing subjects which are very far from us but are important and rather
Painful. Our liaison men are ready to start and we cannot hold them back any
longer.	 This is also the reason why I have not answered the letter from friend

Will you inform him and thank him cordially for hi letter,

I send you my most cordial greetings and to all friends who are members of
OUN abroad.	 I wish. you the best success in your work for the elevation of the
Ukranian nation.

Glory to Heroes.'

(The last paragraph was added in pencil).
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•Freedom for the nations and mankind' •

To the Ukranian Indenendent United State;

Anneal of Fi o.,htin7 UKRAINE to al l Ukranian enic;rants1

To Our own brothers in distant foreigi 'ands!

Four years have alreaay pas'ed since the war in : EUROPE ended. But it has
not ended in the U:RA.INE. Per four years you have had the chance to see how the
nations of 7ESTEtN EUROYE and !ERICA are building up their lives under peaceful
conditicns,. But there is n Tv)ace in the UMATNE1 There the hard struggle con-
tinues, the Euns are stil l h ard and the fires are sti l l bUrningl In factories
and workshons on the KOtKHOZES and individual farms,in schools and institutions,
in the hills and in 'the forests, in far away SIDERIA and. KAZAKISTAN, everywhere the
Ukranim nation talcs' its stand at the barricades of freedom. 	 It stands c:.vered in
blOed but unYiclding, unconquered and immovable. Filled with hatred of imprison-
ment-and serfdom, of oppression and lawlessness, it has declared ruthless war on
the Russian Bolshevik imperialism.. Conscious of the justice of its cause, it has
lifted itself to great heights of devotion and heroism.

Having taken its fate into its own hands, the nation hammers unceasingly
and fearlessly to the very end.

The nation has placed itself in the forefront of the holy war of nations
to overcome the strongholds of totalitarianism, despotism and terror,- STALINts
USSR - and the nation is fulfilling this great and responsible task bravely and
with dignity. It has lifted high the standard on are written the words dear to
all nations and men: Freedom for the nations: Freedom for mankind!

In this ruthless struggle which has no equal in history, no Ukranian, man
or woman, may stand aside. All Ukranians, no matter Where they are to-day, must
join in this fight. Fighting UKRAINE looks to you, our brothers, dispersed in
foreign lands as to a sector of the united *front of the great struggle for liberatia

which.goes. beyond the limits of mere national struggle and becomes of universal'im-
portance„. Fighting UKRAINE looks upon you as warriors fighting for the great
liberation cause on the fron tin WESTERN EUROPE, the countries. of AMERICA , in
AUSTRALIA, everywhere where there is one Ukranian. And fighting UKRAINE sends
you brotherly fighting' greetings in' your position on the front. The Fatherland
listens carefully to all that	 happens•to the old and new Ukranian emigres.
The Ukrnnian nation watches diligently to see whether the emigre front is marching
in step with the home . front, to see that it does not lag behind or disintigrate.
The nation has the right to demand that the Ukranian emigres should not stand aloof
from the struggle at hone, but fulfil those tasks which history has allotted to

•them. : in the first Place fighting UKRAINE demands that the Ukranian emigres 
should represent to the outside world the nation and' : its struggle for liberation
In a dignified 'and responsible manner. The UKRAINE is just emerging into the
international arena. The world knos very little about it as yet and what is known
is not clear but biased. To change this, to bring the truth about the UKRAINE
and its fight to all nations beyond the frontiers of the USSR - this ós the task
of the Ukranian emigres. In this direction our country has done and is still doing
all that is ppssible. ' By its struggle it ha created an enormous capital of good:
will which the Ukranian emigres" must exploit in the interest of the liberation cause
on the international plane. Fate has scattered you to all the countries of the
world, to its most distant corners. It is useless to-day to grumble gainst cruel
fate, but rather to turn this into an opportunity to be used for the good of the
Ukranian nation. You will have to exploit the fact that you haVe found a place
among the nati pns of the world by bringing a knowledge' of the UKRAINE to these
nations, of her Struggle in the past and of her present heroic efforts.



Remember that  to-day every Uxranian abroad is the representative of
UKRAINE. Remember that when foreigners look at you they see thewhole
Ukranian nation and when they judge any of you they judge the whole nation.
Knowing this,' you must behave in such a way as not to stain the fair name
of your nation and to act in such a way as tot to reduce her glory. To-day
you must ask yourselves the question:. have you done anything for the good
of and of advantage, to the UKRAINE? You must have the closest spiritual
ties with your country. You must share it s loagings and its struggle.'
You must not harbour any doubts as to the success of our great cause. You
must have no doubts as to the usefulness of our struggle at home. Otherwise
you will not be able to inspire strangers with faith in the dastice of our
struggle, you will not convince themiof its usefulness and importance or
gain their friendship towards your nation.

• Fighting_UKRAINE demands that the Ukranian emigres dhould become 
enthusiastic upholders of the ideals . for which the Ukranian nation is fighting.
Explain to foreigners the absolute necessity for dividing the member states
of the USSR into free national states, prbve to them that this is what your
nations desire and are fighting for courageously. Explain to them that,
in the interest of all nations, the USSR should be split . up, as only in this
.way can the danger. of a re-birth of Russian imperialism be finally removed,
an imperialism which to-day in the form of Bolshevism, endangers the whole
world. *You have to spread the idea of building the international order on
the system IC free, independent national states. Only such a system will
create the best conditions for a successful political, economic and cultural
collaboration and unity amongst the nations and provides an opportunity for
building such a collaboration on the basis of equality, free will, mutual
respect and trust. Only such . a system is capable of ending the bloodshed of
wars and securing a permanent place in the world. Explain to foreigners . that
the Ukranian nation is fighting for the realisation of the progressive-ideas
of the human race, that it is fighting for the freedom of actions and of •
individna)s, for true democracy, for a just social order tri which there would
be neither exploiters nor exploited.

Fighting UKRAINE demands that the Ukranianemigres should-unceasingly
transmit the truth about STALIN r s USSR+ to all  the nations of the world and., 
that they should actively mobilise these•nations for a struggle against. the 
Russian Bolshevik imperialism- the gruatest enemy of all humanity.	 •

The world still does not know enough of the truth about the USSR.
It ia,noteveneompletely aware that Russian Bolshevik imperialism is
.threatening its existence as well. • To uncover to all the nations the true
face of Bolshevisiii, to statch of its false mask of democracy and socialism and
to reveal it in its naked ignominy —this is the great, task that lies before
the Ukranian emigres. Help the foreigners Who still believe that there is
socialism in the USSR tO see the truth. Tell them about the terrible op-
pression of the member nations of the USSR, about the colossal plunder of their
wealth, about the merciless exploitation and slavery of the workers, about the
new serfdom in. the Kolkhoz and about the persecution of the intelligentsia.
Show up before theivorld this "most democratic" country Where pee,ple are driven
by terror to. election booths, where the nation is' forced to vote for its own
hangmen and oppressors 0 .where coUrts of justice are tools in the hands of the
oppressors, where•marviis not only muzzled, but where even his thoughts are •
chained, where dmands turned into a serf with no rights and where millions
are in jail or in concentration camps.

..Unmask before all nations this country where religion is' 'being
strangled 'andthe Church desecrated, where freedom of conscience is put in .
irons, where not.only Christianity is trampled underfoot but universal human
ethics are ignored l the country inwhich, with monstroUs cynicismall sorts
of liberties are advertised and the Church maintained as an annexe of the
MGB and•the'MVD. Tell them about the destruction of the Ukranian autocephalous

Church/
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Church and the Greek-Catholic Church, about the murdered and deported Ukranian
bishops and clergy, Explain to the foreigners that the present Russian Or-
thodox Church has nothing in common with a free Church and is simply an MVD agency.
Appeal to all Christians and to all the faithful of other religions to fight and
destroy the mortal enemy of humanity - Bolshevism.

Fighting UKRAINE demands that the Ukranian emigres should collaborate 
actively in organising a single front of all the nations which are either'enslaved
or endangered by Russian Bolshevik Irverialism, 

The Russian Bolshevik Imperialists have already enblaved many nations and
are preparing ; to place their yoke on the remain,.ng'free nations, All the Bol-
shevik stateMents about a possibility of . peaceful co-existence of the two systems
is only deceiving propaganda. In reality, all the efforts of the KREMLIN leaders
are -concentrated on the preparation of a new war for the conquest of the whole
world. , All life in the USSR is subordinated to this one aim. The hopes of the
Wp stern Werld that war can be avoided are vain and built on sand. The world war 
cannot be avoided  by any means. This certainty must be continually emphasised

by the Ukranian emigres amonget the nations of the West. This should be the
starting point in the practical political activity of the emigres am.xigst these
nations. Tell them openly that to-day the question is not how to avoid a new
war -Which cannot be avoided - but how to save freedom, independence and culture,
how humanity can avoid enslavement and destruction -which are not inevitable.
And the emigres must clearly point out that the only solution of the world lies
in the seedy and Complete destruction of the Russian Bolshevik Imperialism in its 
present hostile position. And this can only be achieved by the organised efforts 
of a united front of all the nations, which are enslaved. and,endangered by Russian
Bolshevik imperialism. -

The Ukranian emigres must not only proclaim the neceasity for such . a front
and convince the world of this necessity; they . must . aIso do everything possible to
have the anti-Bolshevik front actually organised. l'or this .Purpose, the emigres
must not.onlY be armed with faith inthe justice of the cause, but they must also -
possess,arganising 'ability, tolerance and Petseverance in uniting all men Who
desire freedom Without ' distinction of race, nationality, religious denomination
and without distinction of their political convictions.. First of all, the emigres
will have to concentrate all their efforts in gathering .together into pne:anti-
Bolshevik front, the emigres of all the nations which are under the Bolshevik
regime both in EUROPE and ASIA and all the enslaved nations of Central and South-
Eastern EUROPE. 	 Our country welcomes the present successes.in this sector with
joy. The Ukraxnian emigres must develOp and increase these successes. Persistent;
and with endurance, all difficulties and difference S must be overcome to achieve
a full union o2f the emigres of the USSR nations. • This union must be strengthened
and made evident in organised activities amongst the emigre masses and in view of
the outside .'world.'

SiZma:ltaneously with this action of uniting the emigres from the nations
enslaved hy-the USSR, the Ukranian emigres must be very actiVd amongst the nations
of the Woest in uniting into one anti-Bolshevik front all the freedom-loving people
of the %World.. The emigres must make contacts with national and. international
orEani.:satipns which will fight for human rights and liberties. They must assist
in crl.,2atiag an international organisation which will aim at overcoming imperialism
and totalitarianism and support the rights of nations and individuals.



Our brother amigres must . remember that the question of organising one
anti-Bolshevik front of all nations does not concern the leaders of political.	 .	 .
partieS,exclusively, but should be the duty of everyone. You must remember
that, like the question of the representation of the Ukranian nation, that of
the anti-Bolshevik front can be put not only before political and governmental
circles of various , nations ana through diplomatic means; it can also be put befole
the 'widest pUb/ic - of the Western nations, in' the factories, mines, farms, schools
and institution's. Only When this anti-Bolshevik movement hastecemea mass one
will it be possible to destroy the enemy.

Remember that proclaiming the truth about the USSR and mobilising and
organising supporters for the struggle against Bolshevism constitutes a mission
of universal human significance. You have to be worthy of this great mission
which history has entrusted to you. Fulfil it with an apostolic devotion and
endurance. Fulfil it with the same sacrificial courage whidhLcharacterises the
present insurgents in their struggle. 	 If yoil fulfil' this high mission you will
be remembered with gratitude , by future generations of all nations.. In order to
carry out all these responsible duties, you, our 'brothers in foreign lands, must
be united and not divided, you must act in unision and not separately. • Fighting 
UKRILINE  emphaticallyaemands from the Ukranian emigres a firm unity; unity not 
of words but of deeds,,active.unity and not 'onlyon per, unity based on the 
struggle for liberation hf the Ukranian nation. 	 •

The position is it is to-day cannot continue. There Should be no
division between Greelv-iOatholics and Orthodox, Luto-cephalous and. unionist and
especially not_between oBasterners" and "Westerners's .' )6re :cannot :tolerate this
division any longer. • . The emigres must do everything possible. tc:remOve the
harmful consequences of the long bondage and artificial frontiOSbY means of
which the occupying powers have divided the living body of the Ukranian nation.
In combined activity and battle all these differences' amongst the Ukranians must
disappear. The better informed emigres must speedily make extra efforts to 
raise the level of natiOnal consciousness and political'maturitz of the less
natiohallz_Qonscious ones.  This seems to be the principal task in the private
life of the Ukranian emigres.' The solutianof ' this prOblem lies entirely in
the basis of the better inforMed members of the movement, who will 4lso bear all
:responsibility for success in this matter.

.t this critical juncture and in this serious • sitUation in which the
Ukranian nation finds itself to-day, the Ukranian emigres cannot afford any
disensions aid party quarrels. To-day a].. - party differencds must disappear. 
They must be, subordinated to one suoreme aim'- the liberatien of the.Ukranian
nation. To-day the dividing line may only be drawn not•between various parties
but between patriots and traitors :LO the Ukraniannation.

Our country does not worry about the existence Of 'different parties in
the emigre movement, but.about the lack of , unity and collaboration between these
movements and. within them as well. Our Country , i6 exasPerated-by the decline
of political and social ethics, in the Ukranian emigre' movement which is Very
harmful to the whole liberation cause, dishonours the uli.ole nation in the eyes
of foreigners and forms a false picture Of the struggle at home. . Fighting
UKRLINE is indignant because the party quarrels between' the emigres cause the
most vital, ond sacred interests of the nation to be forgotten. Fighting
UKRLINE must solemnly condom all those who cannot raise themselves above narrow
party interests and use the liberation ideal for their own particular aims.
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Our country discovered with sorrow that in the very midst of the emigres

party there were people who, for quite a, time, doubted.the existence at home of
the Insurgent Army, of the Chief Ukranian Liberation Council and of the Under-
ground organisation of Ukranian nationalists and there were even some who opposed
it actively. Only after the raids of 'TA units, after the arrival of new wit-
nesses, after a fighting march -of over 1,000 kilometres by the insurgents, were
these doubting Thomases convinced that UGTR, UPA and OUN really exist, that their
members live and fight in the UKRAINE. But even so,. there are still emigres who
try to underrate the siEnificance of the struggle at hone and to underestimate
its political influence. Our country appeals to these people to stop this under-
esti, ation of the liberation movement at hone and to devote all their strength to
the interests of the,fighting .UKRAINE. Those who, blinded by their owninterests,
cannot finthteurage and the will to abandon their activities against the liberation
movement and who Continue to underrate , it, will be regarded by our country as
committing an unpdrainable crime against theUkranian nation and her liberation
struale in the UKRAINE.

Erotheremigres:	 Our country to-day has achieved a new unity and the
emigre movement:mUst follow the lead. All those Who are really touched by the
suffering of their nation, who long for her liberation, who hold precious the idea
of a Ukranian State - all those should unite in a common effort to reach this
supreme goal and :to form a strong united front before the outside world. May the
Political efforts of the Ukranian emigres be directed towards the formation and
development of Ukranian political thought and not betray signs of party quarrels.
You must prove that you understand the historical importance of the present moment
and that you are capable of fulfilling your tasks. Set an example of unity and
efficient organisation to the other nations, as such unity and efficiency by re- t
quested by all if the struggle against Bolshevism is to end in *ictory.

'-
Brother emigres, manual workers, Having no possibility of returning to

your Fatherland, ' yoU,have . settled down in factories, mines and on farms in many
nations beyond the frontiers of the USSR. ' You are today labouring side by side
with workers of all nationalities. You are in the very midst Of largelmumbers of
people most of whom have succumbed to the lies of Bolshevik propaganda. Help_
millions of these workers to shake off this Bolshevik deceit‘ Convince them by
the faCt. of your own experience that in the USSR there is no Socialism, that it
is a country of the most reactionary totalitarianism and tyranny. Inspire them
with the feeling of your hatred :towards , the Russian Bolsheviks and. their im-
perialism, as, deep down in their hearts, they also hate every kind of oppression
and lawlessness just as you do. Woking side by Side in the workshops you Should
become friends With them and lay, the foundations for 4 close friendship between
these nation's' and the Ukranian people	 Take partin the activities of the 'Labour
orgdnisations of the :Western nations and be an exampleof friendship and loyalty.
Fol'm Ukranian'Labour Organisations and protect your rights. ' Develop your own
cultural and educational life. Take part in the activities of international
Trade Unions and represent those millions of Ukranian workers who have no possi-
bility to-day of speaking freely , in . their own name. Fight together with all
workers against Imperialism and. totalitarianism and for true democracy and social
justice.

Uktatian poets, Writers  artists, scholars and members of the Press in 
exile j A free Ukranian culture and education is being completely strangled at
Rome. The free wOrd has been driVen . deep down under the ground. Under these
countries it is your great responsibility to'deVelop Ukranian culture and science,
to enrich them with new treasures and discoveries. Our country follows with joy
the newbreatiVe attainments ofthe Ukranian emigres in the'field of science and
culture and it encourages you td make further efforts in this direction. Develop
and strengthen the free centres of Ukranian Science and culture, gathering in them
all the creative elements of the emigration party. Use your strength to spread
the knowledge of the UKRAINE which, at home, is subjected to falsifying and
twisting campaigna by the Russian Bolsheviks.



Commander of UPA-NORTH
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Brothers in Foreign Landg : Shortly you will be yet further diversed
all over the world and find yourselves still further away from the Fatherland.
But remember, FI T this is temporary; there will be an end to your dispersal and
to your home-sickness.

When the resurrection bells ring out and the UKRAINE rises in great glory,
all of you will return to your Fatherland and then, in a "free and new family", all
the children of the UKRAINE dispersed all over the world, will gather tggether in
happiness and. joy to build their new glorious lives. And the words of our great
prophet will become true:

f iv •

. The UKRAINE will rise
The darkness of bondage will disappear,
The dawn of truth will come
And the enslaved children will pray in freedom

Believe in this with all your hearts and fight for it bravely and. the
great day will soon dawn.

e)i,.00.4;itsiltie4A#=

In spite of all the tremendous difficulties, fighting UKRAINE continues
the struggle just as stubbornly as before, not begrudging either her strength or
her blood. Fighting UKRAINE is straining all her resources in order to enable
the Ukranian nation to build her own temple of freedom, so that you may return
to the UKRAINE, not as hirelings but as free guests.
cira 4'4 //V

In the name of Fighting UKRJ members pPl6GUR, Head of the Under-
ground Greek-Catholid Church.
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August 1950

To friends abroad. 

I would like here to share with my friends some of my ideas about the
current, ideological and future questions of our organisation. These ideas
do not differ basically from the attitude of the whole of the OUN in the UKRAINE.
I am sending you my ideas because I think no unity is ;possible between the two
parts of the organisation without a wide exchange of views, nor any real under-
standing ormcrystallisation of ideological or political beliefs which would be
understood by and acceptable to all members of OUN.

1.	 Holding fast to the resolution of the NUZ OUN and proving constantly how
right they are,. OUN in the UKRAINE does not identify itself either with any
philosophical ideas or theories, nor with Aeolistic or materialistic Eastern
philosophical tendencies: More de i#	 'xplanation of such a basically correct
attitude is given in the article by	 IS OVOJ "What philosophy - materialistic
or idealistic - is binding for the members of OUN".

Here I would like to point out only the main arguments supporting the
attitude described above.

1) In the first place, OUN is a political organisation which fights for
, political aims. Our supreme goal is to buildup in the UKRAINE an independent
Jfkranian State. Every Ukranian patriot can fight for an independent UKRAINE
without having to subscribe to this or that philosophical theory. 	 It would,
therefore, be unwise to condition the membership of OUN by belonging to one or
the other of the philosophical systems and in this way limit the nuMber of members
and sympathisers ' of our organisations.

2) The ideological nature of the Ukranian nationalist revolutionary
movement is such that it does not require a philosophical - theoretical justifi-
cation. Such basic tenets of our ideology as our belief in nation and a national
State, belief in man as the main object of a national process are formed on the
basis of analysis of social or social-political phenomena and do not require
support or amplification in one or another branch of philosophical science, which
is interested mainly in such questions as which comes first - spirit or matter.
Neither solUtion by philosophical science could have any influence either, on our
work for the nation and for our national State, or even on out belief in man as
the main object of ? an historical process.

3) The dispute between idealistic and materialistic tendencies in
philosophy will remain one•for ever, It existed from the moment of the es-
tablishment of philosophy as a science, it exists now and it will continue to
exist in the future. Preponderance of this or that tendenay\ depends On ar-
guments which, at the given moment, various branehes of science may•fUrnish.
Each new scientific discovery may strengthen one or the other of . these tendencies.
Apart from all that, deduction of two totally opposed philosophical tendencies
is based on two opposite types of human beings: one half of humanity has always
been ready to accept metaphysical explanations, while the other half has been
more inclined to adopt a realistic, definite and precise attitude.

4) To identify oneself with one or anOthet . philosophical system.would
mean any political movement entering into this fight within philosophical science
and, in conseqUence, either resigning oneSelf to constant changes in the prin-
ciples of ideology or making an immutable, immovable dogma of. it. Neither
the one or the other would be advantageous in a political movement. •

5) . It would be especially futile for us to identify our movement with one
or another philosophical tendency at Present, when, in connection with the most
recent monumental discoveries made by science, philosophy as such is as yet
unable to assimilate or fully explain it.

•
6) Without identifying ourselves in any directioa in the sphere of

theoretical philosophy, we are, nevertheless, to-day, as ithe past, definitely
in support of practical idealism in . subordinating every individual interest to
that of the whole community or cause for which the individual fights.
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We are definitely in favour of the individual being guided throughout his life,
not by his own selfish interests, but by idealistic aims, we favour a heroic
pattern of life, a qualitatively high individual as the most important factor
in human progress, as the deciding factor for victory in this fight; we regard
life as a permanent battle in which the victor is the one who is stronger than
the others in every respect. This is our philosophy of social life- if you can
call it a philosophy, which does not make us into followers of materialistic
or idealistic philosophical tendencies. Our awn postulates of practical idealism
are clearly postulates of a moral order or code and, as such, cannot be identified
with any particular doctrine in theoretical philosophy. Having adopted this
attribute towards the problem of philosophy as a whole 9 we certainly donot thihk
it desirable to identify OUN with the Christian outlook upon the world as it has
been advocated by ZCH DUN ("SURMA" for February-March 1950). As I see it, the
main belief in the Christian outlook is the idea that the world was created by
God, that God directs thd world, that there is life beyond the grave, that God
rewards the good and punishes the wicked and all similar legends from the Bible
and the Church Catechism. . All this has nothing in common with the work of
scientific cosmognony and disagrees withthe teachings of science. It seems
that to-day there are very few political ora:nisations which would be prepared
to take up an officially Christian outlook as their awn with a duty for all their
members to subscribe to it 	 For the majority of educated people these le;-ends
are not acceptable. A political organisation which accepts them all as its own
outlook upon the world, cannot be regarded by educated people as serious.

In the case of OUN there is one more imp ortant reason why I think it
should not proclaim the acceptance of a Christian cosmognpy as its awn. As a
consequence of Bolshevik upbringing, a large part of the Ukranian nation in the
Eastern districts is either completely atheistic or completely indifferent to all
religious matters. And we have to reckon with them. A Christian cosmogony in
our ideological arsenal will only repulse these people and not attract them to
the organisation.	 I emphasise that we should not take into account the other
element of those Eastern Ukranian communities which, here and there, are still
religiously inclined.

OUN cannot either identify itself with Christian ethics, Or rather, we
must put ourselves the following question: which Christian ethics should we
adopt as our own? 'Those which the Christian Church has applied in practice
throughout her history, or those ideals exposed in the writings of the Church
Fathers or summed up in the Church "Commandments"? In the first case, the
ethics were those of the Inquisition,the ethics of the Jesuits, the ethics of
the Papal Court in the days of the Renaissance, the ethics of more' orless ra-
pacious clergy. To accppt these ethics and inscribe them on our banners does
not mean that we have adopted morality of a very high quality. If we accept
the other kind of Christian ethics- the idealistic kind - it would mean rejecting
the morality of our "Decalogue" and all other documents of our moral code which •
was formeddrirtlie battl fieldinst orn7Ire p.ion rid which foi'ried the nece-stary
corrective to this idealistic Christian Morality. 	 Is that ln the interest
of our reVolutionary fight, our revolutionary movement? Has not the "Decalogue"
proved to be right: Can the members of the liberation-revolutionary organisa-
tion of the enslaved nation be quelled in their jfight . by the ideals of universal
forgiveness and love etc., without which no Christian ethics could be con-
sidered? Ana what about the principal idealistic and ethical slogan of Ukrarian
nationalism: "The Good of the Ukranian nation - or supreme comotand?". Is it
necessary to pull down the Ukranian nation fromthe pinnacle on which we have
placed it? I dont think so. 	 Of course, if we accept Christian ethics as ours, -
we shall have to do so if we want . to be Christians in practice an 	 ind- not onlyly .

2.	 OUN in the UKRAINE considers religion to be the priva„zte concerli of le
its members and of all Ukranians and supports "freedom of religion and aLlt10°(Programme resolutions of MNVZOUN, point 10, letter' "a"), and acco.r aing t°these resolutions, supports separation of Church friora the State", 	 It is

t	 A"with great astonishment that we read in the officia:1 paper of ZCHMOI:0 sulg\No. 18-19) that "anti-national and anti -nationalist:ic front in the elsmigir0,211.„'beginning with socialists of all sectors and ending); with "MCNIKS" caPuouf ttheir destructive work of national outlook and morcality by slogans of militart.atheism and materialism, that "religion is the privrate concern of the 123aanconscience" and that "Church should be separated fteom the State as a private
association of believers4
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DOQS not the author of this article know that our Organisation in the resolutions
of the 111 NUZ (and also in the resolutions of the 11 General Meeting) adopted
the attitude which he now condemns? Does he not know that ZCHOUN has officially
accepted the resolutions of the 111 NUZ? How can the outside public understand
and judge such declarations of the official publication of ZCHOUN? Everyone who
wishes it could point to the resolution of the 111 NUZ and prove that our or-
ganisation has also joined this "anti-national and anti-nationalistic front!"

To py mind, the following arguments strongly support the belief that
religion should be the private concern of the individual and that the Church
should be separated from the State;-

1) As we propagate the idea of political freedom, we should adopt the
attitude of religious freedom as well.

2) No Ukranian political party or Ukranian Government should identify itself
with any of the existing Churches in the Ukraine, because these are quite numerous
and to identify ourselves with any of them would rouse all the others against us.
If the State tried to support all Churches in equal measure, it would become the
object of attack by certain confessional groups, which would suspect and accuse
the State of favouritism towards one particular Church.

3) In some respects we regard the Church as socially beneficial, but not as
socially indispensable and the State should, in the first place, support in-
stitutions which are socially indispensable. This solution is based on the .
experience'ofhany nations and parties and we should, in this case, take advan-
tage of such experience.

5) Such a solution could also bring about a healthier atmosphere within
the Church. If to-day we are Conscious of acertain decadence in the Church
and also in religion, this is due, to some extent, to the su prort received from
the State by the Church and through which the Church often loses the sense of
.her higher mission and . becomes merely an institution with worldly aEbitions dna
alma, , providing comfortable jobs for the clergy and an additional source of power
in the State with all the negative consequences. We can only purify the Church
and help her to return to her proper character by allowing her to rely on he' awn
strength.

3.	 • OUN still formulates her supreme idea and the aim of her struggle in
the words: Ukranian Independent United State. But to-day we realise that such
formulation of our principal and supreme political aim is not sufficient, To
give an example: it is obvious to the Eastern Ukranians that we nationalists
.fight for independence and union. They expected something more; they would_
like to know for what kind of independent and united UKRAINE we struggle, with
what political and social-economic system and which kind of State Government.
For these people our formula: Ukranian Independent United State is quite Obvious
and does not explain much.

As is known, this formula came into being in particular circumstanCes.
After we lost the Election struggle and fought against the Socialist parties
in the years 17 - 20, who placed the question of social system in the State
above the problem of independence, we found it necessary to formulate our supreme
ideas and aims concerning independence. This was necessary mainly from the
point of view of national education and instruction 	 We wished to spread
understanding and desire for independance among the wide masses of the nation.
But a political organisation cannot be limited to a formula couched in such
general terms. A political organisation fighting for thetAndependance, must
declare quite clearly for what type of State' it is fighting - for a democratic
republic, for a totalitarian type of State, or perhaps for one or another system
of monarchy,

A clear attitude,to this question does not mean that a political or-
ganisation would elevate the problem of internal State constitutions above the
independance of the UKRAINE. To all nationally conscious people, the question
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of the independance of their country is a primary concern above everything . else.
All this means that, having in the first place understood her State-independant
character, as it was necessary to do in those days in circumstances peculiar to
the Ukranian soil, an organisation Should clearly define the kind of political
constitution which it envisaged for the Ukranian State and this idea of internal
constitution- should have been propagated together with the idea of independance
and union, We have to admit that up to now this has not been done and it is one
of the weaknesses in our programme. • This empty space must, be adequately filled.
The formula of USSD in the greater part of the UKRAINE has fulfilled its educational
purpose and our politically ripe organisation should now proceed to amplify it.
It should be mentioned that in the Soviet UKRAINE, instead of saying: "We stand
for USSD" it would be more useful to say: 'We stand for the separation of the
UKRAINE from RUSSIA". There the complex of "union" with RUSSIA (because that is
what is meant by the so-called all-union complex) . is so strong . that the need:tor
separation must be emphasised over and over ggain. The word 'independent" or
"independence", if it does not directly and clearly•emphas.ise the need for se,
paration from RUSSIA cotpletely loses its effect.

To-day we deplore the idea of USSD as a Ukrainian, Independent, United'
Democratic republic. To-day we cannot be indifferent to the future form of the
Ukranian State. We have our awn point of view as to what it should be in order
to secure the best possible conditions for the Ukranian nation for general progress.
We are definitely apposed to a totalitarian; dictatorial system of government and
also to every form of monarchy as a decaying institution. 	 The actions of the . •
world to-day do not place monarchs on the throne- they kick them out. Of all
the State constituted forms which humanity has created, we accept that of the •
democratic:republic, which, although it has a number of .negative points, is the
best and most sensible from the point of view of national interests as a whole,
much more so than a totalitarian dictatorship or monarchy,

In our struggle . we always like to refer to the traditions of the struggle
for liberation and the building of the State. • I think the best we can do is to
accept the name for the Ukratian State which was accepted by the I jkranian nation
in the years 18-20, namely, Ukranian Peoples Republic (UNR),

This name, on the whole, is in accordancd with the character which•we
would like to give-our State - a character of State Government by the people, •
I do not think that this interpretation.wOuld, ' in any way, be . contradictory to
the idea expressed in USSD, on the contrary, it merely defines it more exactly
and clearly. •

It is, therefore, comprehensible that Ilvself'and • other friends do not
agree with the accusation on the part of the opposition to the effect that
ZPUGUZ, in his declaration concerning UN. Council, •"has abandoned the principle
of USSD and replaced it by State c onsti,tutionaleonception of UNR (letter from
S. BIJLIKH). We also do not agree wi mth the ideas o2 . ."SURMA" (nUMber mentioned
above), that, as our main object i* ta:Aastroy the r.vi.gn of an eternal'enemy,
such "important matters as decisions concerning the form of internal system c4'
State are at present pointle	 also " 	 members and fellaw-travellers of
revolutionary nationalism qzre trying
the Ukranian Nationalists _	

to substitute thie supreme political aim of
onalists the State - by "Ukranian Peoples Republic", which

was a symbol of class
•onal treachery in Struggle 

trithan: .:the Ukranian nation in 1920 - a symbol of
nati 

ZRthis declaration 9.)f UGUR:
years....Letc."	 We do not agree because we read

in "At this time when NVE.---.) want to clarify the po-
sition of UGUR, 8L+Iong others, the attitude towards Stat e constitution, even.
now ZPUGUR trie, to throw some:light on the interpretation of State constitutional
conception of UGUR 	 and declares that the real! meaning of the 'ideas be-
hind the Uk K'anian Independent Unite State is best explressed in the name of the
Ukrania; peoples Republic 	
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Accepting the.interpretatim of USSD as a democratic Ukranian Peoples Re-
public, •PUGUR does not identify these traditions or ideas with the con-
temporary UNR in exile in its historical and contemporary composition.. 	

etc," To my mind, this statement is clearly concerned with the . State con-
trolled constitution of the future Ukranian State and not with the policy of
the UNR office in the sphere of party politics, social economy or military
forces, and its attitude to Russians, all of which. could not be ca&;epted
without reserve. I emphasise that our conception of a democratic republic . rests
on people; it is not a.conception of an aristocratic democratic. republic (if
such a thing. were possible). . It is in that direction that we try to define.
the idea of USSD at home. And as such an idea inspired the creators of UNR
in the years 17 20, we, who consider ourselves direct heirs to the lengthy
revolutionary struggle of 17 -.20, should return to this name. It does not
mean that we exalt the traditions of OUNR of 17-20 or that we wish to continue
them entirely with all their mistakes and anti-State moves, • We only accept
what is positive and healthy in them and this is the idea of the Ukranian
democratic peoples republic where all Ukranians are masters; we reject all that •
was negative, unhealthy, anti-national and anti-State.

4. •	 OUN in the UKRAINE approves democracy in the State constitution of the
future independent UKRAINE.

While we approve democracy, we must emphasise that we do not put it on
the pedestal of a political fetish; we do not make a God out of it. We are
conse•pux of all its negative sides, those which were manifested in our awn
history and those which we now observe in the contet,vorary history of some
nations. , ' We accept this idea of democracy because the experience of the past
and . especially of thepast decade has . shown . that, in spite of its weaknesses,
democracy, not only in theory, but also in practice, has proved to be the best
system of State Government and the least evil form of Government. On the one
hand we definitely reject the type of democracy which •exists to-day in FRANCE
or ITALY, i.e., anarchic democracy, and on the other hand we reject the type of
Bolshevik "peoples" or "Soviet" democracy, which only covers up the reality of a
terroristic totalitarian dictatorial regime. Generally speaking, our democracy
should, on the one hand, secure free expression of all serious political ten-
dencies in the nation, and should give them the possibility of organising ac-
tivities and influencin g the policies of the State: on the other hand our de-
mocracy must not 4110w a free development of anti-national forces... This demo-,
cracy must also provide an energetic GovevuJent and.administration.. The State
Government should be the instrument of the will of the nation, It does not mean
that it Should become a plaything in the hands of party politicians, of political
parties, or that it should entirely depend on continuously changing whims and
combinations of these parties. This should not happen.	 To secure . a free ex-.
pression of the will of the nation and to secure stability, energy and the
strength of the State Government - these are the two equally important aims-
to the realisation of which our democracy should,devote'her strength: . •The main
task of the authors of the future constitution • .n the Ukranian State will be to
reconcile these two principles.

.Further detailed ideas on this matter were published in an article of a
controversial character Under the heading: " Type of organised democracy in the
future independent Ukranian State" published here in 1949.

5. Regarding the question of ownership of means of production,. our views
are identical, with those of the 111 Meeting of OUN, 	 The only change made was
in allowing the ownership of small farms. We have 'lads this. change for poli-
tical reasons. We consider that, in view of the existing universal hatred of.
the Bolshevik Kolkoz system only such . a solution can mobilise the Ukranian
peasants for a fight for an independent Ukraine and also prevent our political
adVorsaries to aocuse . usThefore the peasants of being against private ownership
of land by them and that our programme only talks about land exploitation and
that we are against the interests of the peasants. 	 To a lesser degree in this
case we also considered the arguments from the social-economic aspect.



Why do we advocate national 'State ownership or communal co-operative ownership
of the . principal meansofmrgtion? Speaking Of "principal means of production",N	 e
we mean that, in accordan	 r ramme of the 111 Meeting which also represents
our present attitude, national and State ownership should definitely predominate
over the private ownership sector. This question was extensively, dealt with in
Our various articles which were also known abroad. All arguments taken from
Other economic theories are also generally known, i.e. socialist conceptions,
and we shall not repeat them here. They are either similar to or even identical
with, our own conceptions.

We admit private ownership in crafts, retail trade and land ownership in
small farms. It wOuld also be possible to admit ownership in light industry
(Up to now no mention has been made about this in our programme). The.sb9ial,
national and State, • or communal-cooperative sector of national economy should
definitely ioredominate over the private ownership sector. Only under such con-
ditions can the social-national character of planned economy be preserved.
Without this safeguard the capitalist system of economy would soon predominate
With all the negative social and economic consequences. The attitude displayed
by some of our friends in ZCHOUN and. which found expression in the above mentioned
article of "SURMA" and other hints in various letters and documents - we consider
to be erroneous. The author of the above mentioned article in "STJRMA" simply
expresses his support of canitalisawhen he writes: "' 	 the basic principle of
of social-economic order and relations in the State should be the personal, and
individual social-economic integrity of each person on the basis of ownership of
means of production and production as Such....etc. (follbwing paragraph) "This
is an open propagation of capitalism of which OUN has so far, been innocent.
We admit that socialised economy has some negative factors. The state is being
handed over a new powerful instrument of pressure on the community but, because
of the economic interest of people in State activities in the really democratic
nations in which the State economic policy is controlled by the nation - in such
Conditions the danger of the Government misusing its power for the economic ex-
ploitation of the community or trying to exemise undue economic presSure.is
non-existent. Also, by using the right policy, it would be possible to create
economic interest among those who are engaged in production and . So Create a sti-
mulus which Would (next word illegible) the country's economy. 	 If one were to
strike a balance between the social state system and the capitalist system,
taking into consideration all social and economic positive and negative elements,
the credit will always remain on.the side of the social state system. Anarchy
in production, the sharpening of economic differences between the rich and poor,
exploitation by one individual of another, unefaployment an a chronic state of
crisis - all these are inherent to capitalism and militate against it.

I do not admit as justifiable the attacks made by DONTSOV against. the
nublications at home in which he denies the necessit7 for ' considering the
existing economic situation in the UKRAINE on the grounds that this was created
by the oney occupying power. Such an attitude may be in agreement with the .
Classic theory of revolution, but it doe s not correspond to the true state of
affairs or to the real interest of the Ukranian liberationa movement. For what
reason and on what grounds should the Ukranian Government begin to distribute
Metallurgical, chemical, mechanical, building and other vrorks and factories in
the UKRAINE which, since they were taken from the foreign capitalists nearly
:50 years ago, have been under public ownership? Why should they be handed over
to private ownership? Is it because we must re-introduce capitalism with all
its negative factors into the UKRAINE? A similar situation exists with regard
to smaller e

nterprises. It would not be. difficult to imagine the storm in the
Community if the Government started to distribute all these public goods among
private individuals. I consider that we have to reckon seriously with the
eCenomic state of affairs created by the thirty years of Bcashevik regime al-though, in many respects this regime is hateful to us.
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6.	 The Society which we are actively engaged in building up.and which is based
economically on national, state and comr:lunal cooperative ownership 'of means of
production and politl.cally on democracy in the state . constitution is a classless
one. We consider classless . a society in which there is no division or exploting
and exploited, or small groups of rich and a large Mass of poor people, where one
man will not exploit another . as is the case in capitalist society, nor groups
of politically and economically privileged people who are beyond the contool of
the nation- magnates who politically and economically exploit the masses as is
happening at present in Bolshevik society).

The word "class" has various meanings, among others, a difference in finan-
cial status of various groups of society, a difference in political or economic
spheres of various groups etc. Recently the word "class" has been used mostly in
the negative sense to denote the privileged or oppressed groups. We have recently
learned to associate this word "class" with all those social irregularities and
social injustices which exist in a capitalist society. When we describe our so-
ciety as classless, we are emphasising our desire to build up a social order in
whidh the will be no classes in the negative sense of the word. There will be
no division with exploited and exploited, with rich and poor. Everyone should
understand that we obviously do not mean to abolish classes in the sense of des-
cribing an occupation, profession or trade as for instance, farmers, labourers.
Such divisions are a natural outcome of a division of labour among the people and
we do not intend to liquidate them in our classless society as this would be ab-
surd. Such a division will be purely one of different production groups, division
of people bf tht sama financial standing with equal rights and equal economic and
political standing, but not a division of people according to their property or
economic position.. Such a division will not be contrary to the idea of social and
economic equality of the citizens of the State which is the principal idea of the
Ukranian.national movement. Such a division does not lead to class struggle, on
the contraty,.by destroying financial differences between individuals in society,
it excludeis the plssibility of class 'Warfare and is the only real SUpposition of
unity ana-scaidarity.witliin the nation.
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While striving after social equality and justice in the UKRAINE, we are,
at the same time aware that the ideal of absolute social equality and justice can-
not be realised because the material inequality among	 .human beings cannot
be remeded. People are different - they are more or less talented, more or less
hard working, more or less practical etc.. It will also be necessaryin social
economy to stimUlate in various ways, economic interest of labour in production
(inducement to Output), (premiums, bonuses). This will also create certain in
equalities. It is, therefore, Utopian to think of a classless society as 4.state
of absolute equality. This will, however, be a society in which no group of
speculators may exist, no group of social parasites tolerated, a society which
will be spared the most glaring inequalities which are to-day characteristic of
the capitalist .or Soviet society. 	 It may be that some elements abroad are afraid
that the principle of social ownership of means of production will bring about a
new enslavement of the people by the state and to governmental tyranny, in short,
to all those phenomena which we observe in the Soviet system..

First of all, a guarantee against the enslavement of people by the state,
against tyranny of the government over the nation, should be found in a democratic
constitution. When the nation, through parliament, will exercise its influence On
all state policy inCluding the economic policy, when the nation controls the ad-
ministration and exercises its influence on the drawing up of national-economic
plans, when the aciministration.itself will be changed periodically, then it would
be impoisible for the Government to tyrannise over the nation, to enslave the
people by the State, all of which would be very dangerous for the nation,

Secondly, we have to resign ourselves to the thought that to-day order and
harmony in society are only possible if social life is organised and guided by
institutions armed with special powers. We all agree that such institutions in
the national framework should form their awn states and state governments. This
guiding and organising of social life by the State leads to certain limits being
imposed upon the liberties and rights of the individual, and the individual to-day
must agree to such limitation of his rights. I think that hnnanity to-day is
faced with the dilemma of people either resigning themselves to a loss of certain
of their existing rights and allowing the state to organise the whole of the fabric
of society in the interest of society, or of insisting on all their rights, in which
case the state will not be able to exercise sufficient control over social life
which will develop-in a haphazard way and the whole of social activity will develop
into a "free for all" fight. The rights of the individual will be safeguarded
but the whole nation will perish and with the nation the individual too with all
his rights. Let the English liberals fight for the unlimited rights of the in-
dividual - there is no known remedy for a second childhood in old age. Perhaps
the columns of the Soviet Army marching through London will bring them to their
senses. But it will be too late. We should already to-day taka the attitude
that it is essential to limit some of the "prerogatives of the individual in the
name of a healthy national community, in the name of the healthy development of
the Ukranian nation. This should follow as a natural consequence of our national
ideolo4.

7.	 I consider that a revolution is not only an absolute negation of a system
against which it has revolted, nor an expression of opposition to old forms and
the propagation of something new, which has not previously existed: I consider
revolution to mean a synthesis of experience gained through a healthy development
into a new whole, in which the various, frequently opposing elements are blended
together into one system. Often revolution gives old forms an entirely new
meaning. It is not the form that counts but the sense, the contents. And if
the form is good and the contents reactionary, why reject the form together with
the contente. In doing so the revolution becomes too theoretical, too dogmatic-
not practical enough. There are many cases in history of revolution having had
to march in a different direction.

If we look upon revolution from a similar point of view, it becomes clear
that some of our friends have drawn wrong conclusions from the methods employed
by our own revolution in the UKRAINE.
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The letter of the	 .S,rLIKH,IKH, for instance, mentions that "it is
wrong to attack only the factic (factual?) and to agree with the ideas". 	 It is
necessary to attack the whole system, the ideology'and the practice'.

From the practical point of view this is what it leoks like. The
Bolsheviks in . their propaganda speak of national liberty, independence of all
nations, the sovreignty of all national states, the abolishment of exploitation .
.by one man of another, Of . the cultural and prosperous life of the great national
masses, of the liquidation of differences betwein,tawn and country, between
physical and mental work etc.

Can we' say that these ideas as ideas are wrong? Can we Say that they
are anti-national and reactionary? I am sure that every working man will agree
that these ideaS are right and sane. And so do the masses of the population under
the Soviets.	 If that is so, then we must not attack these ideas or we shall find
ourselves opposing the national masses as reactionaries-hostile to progress,. This
does . .not mean that we should het attack the Bolsheviks who only formally propagate
these.ideaS. . They only talk about them but do not practise them, they use these
good ideas as d'cover to camouflage their radically anti-national policy, That
is where we must attack them and in doing so we attack the Bolshevik practice and
not the ideas. Experience proves to us that, so far, we are on the right road,
otherwise we should not have a proper ideological basis for fighting the Bolsheviks,

It is quite 4 different thing when we meet with Bolshevik ideological
theories which are wrong, as for instance, STALIN 1 d theory of the possibility of
building Communism in the country or the theory of the superiority of the Russian
nation etc,. In such cases we attack the theory as well.

I do not consider that "such an attitude is equivalent to capitulation or
weakness". There are no feelings of capitulation, no ideological vacillations
or weaknesses amongst our cadres. On the contrary I must affirm here with all
aithority that our cadres live in a state of such ideological exaltation, in a'state
of such consciousness of their ideological value and strenAft4 of fill consciousness
of their ideolog*cal superiority over the ehemy, as never before in the history of
the organisation.

I do not altogether agree with the statement that only . a "Categorical,
total and radical negation of the enemy, of his faith, ideology, the whole Of his
teaching, his gheory (as I underatand it - it would be necessary to reject all the
ideas propagated by the enemy) and his practice, the rejection of all this will
give our revolution a strong ideological basis and will attract the masses by the
strength of its faith, it will convince and inspire", I repeat: the negation of
the enemy need not 'be absolute in the sense that it is necessary to reject even
the good ideas which the enemy is applying by false methods. Furthermore, this
negation need not be extended to certain forms created by the enegy if they are not
anti-national in thenselves. For instance, we reject Bolshevism but we must
acknowledge as right the idea that exploitation of one man by smother Should be
abolished; or again, in rejecting Bolshevis, we cannot attack the widespread
school net in the USSR, since the secondary schools themselves, in villages,, in
themselves, are not anti-national. We can only attack the very special use to
which the Bolsheviks subject their school system, We also cannot reject the
Bolshevik system of health centres in the villages or free medicines, we could not
entirely reject them and yet you could not maintain that such an attitude would
not influence the mass of the people or would not "convince them or inspire them".

In these letters a view was expressed that we should avoid in our propaganda
literature the use of Bolshevik terminology, such as nationalisation of means and
reserves of production, classless society etc. 	 I consider that in most cases it
is impossible not to do so, To oppose the enemy even in the sphere of lexicology
is simply beyond our power, How Would one change and find a substitute for such
Ukranian expressions as "ZNAR/25 1 " and "ZASOBIV" and VIROBNITSVO", a Ukranian word
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for production and private property or communal property - (State-national or
cooperative), which the Ukranian lexicologists expressed by a word."USUSPIL 1 NENNYA" -

and as we Ukranians from GALICIA have to learn the Ukranian language from the
Eastern Ukranians also why should we look for other expressions of the same ideaT
and how to express this idea in a different way.? We have to make use of such
lexicons as are already in existence and not worry . about creating a new terminology.
Apart from this, we write and compose our publications With a view to reaching the
Eastern Ukranian public brought up in the Soviet school in Eastern Ukranian, , or if
you prefer it, Bolshevik terminology, and we have to write in such a way as to be
understood by them.

8.	 I do not consider right the point of view expressedANOV in 610 of
his articles in which he states that our organisation up to 1941 was "no more than
a camp of. :active battle against the . occupying powers", that the organidation was
"not a political party in the right sense of tae word, but rather an all-embracing
resistance movement etc". Our organisation, from the moment of its inception, had
clear political aims and was always a political organisation, it had its weak spots
as a pblitical body but that is a different matter and it does not deny the political
character of the organisation. I consider it wrong to talk of our organisation
as merely "the camp of fight" (the field of battle) a to deny it any political
character befere 41.

I also consider wrong the statement made by ,IfIZOKOP in the article
"Ideological and Programme Questions of theUkranian Independence Movement", to
the effect that, up to the year 41, OUN did not properly vale the role of the
masses engaged in the struggle. The cult of heroes in OUN, the emphasis on quality
in selecting the cadres, tie endeavour to develop high-quality characters, have
nothihg in common with the conception of the Russian popular idea of "heroes" and
"mob", OUN rightly understands the value and meaning of advance-guard in the
revolutionary liberation fight. The masses will rise in the struggle if they are
led by carefully trained and organised advance-guerds, The liberation movement
will be victorious if the revolutionary advance-guards are followed by the national
masses. Such are the mechanics of the liberating revolution and OUN has fully
understood. this.

10 D.A(A.MIYLFETS'KIK, in his letter said a few bitter words about the low
political ideas of the cadres in the UKRAINE. He said the same about our pub-
lications and used the proverb "not good in writing, not good in the head" (this
was addressed to the authors of the publications at home).

It is not for us to correct these charges. We have accepted them. But
as we are critical of ourselves, so we have the right to criticise others. In my
opinion the proverb "no good in writing, no good in the head" is true, not with
regard to certain people only, but it is generally true and concerns friend KAWYA-

. NETS 1 KIK. also. It is true that I only know friend KAM I YANETS t KIK from his letter
but even so this proverb may be extended to this letter. 	

With this I wish to end. I am aware that in the whole of this letter I
have not said anything new, have often repeated what has been stated long ago
or what was mentioned in other documents enclosed in this mail. But as with let-
ters from our friend abroad, although written on the same subjects, yet always
bringing something new, I also hope it will be possible to find something new be-
tween these lines and to share some peaceful thoughts of which we are in such great
need, That is why I have decided to burden our mail by these additional sheets
of paper.

12 ndlqou revolutionary greetings and wishes for best success in the work
forth	 ""Of the cause which is so dear to us..,
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